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CHAPTER THREE

Taxes, Trade and Trespass:
The hiberno-norse conTexT of The dáL cais empire
in LeboR na CeRt
catherine swift
The troika of petrie, o’donovan and o’curry has
often been celebrated as the rescue team of irish
antiquarianism, the men who set the investigation of
Gaelic antiquity on a new, scientific and critical footing
and whose enormous labours laid the groundwork for all
subsequent work in the field.1

While undoubtedly true on one level, Leersen’s choice of words
is interesting. To identify the scholarship of these three men as
antiquarianism seems strangely dismissive of the early nineteenthcentury world in which they lived and worked. Given their interest
in philology, concern for primary documents, the wide variety of
sources they exploited and their concern for what might be termed
the historical roots of ethnicity, one might well compare their work
to the approach and interests of their contemporary, Leopold von
ranke, remembered as one of the founding fathers of modern history.
The three men were employees of a british state which, at exactly the
same period, was giving funds to the scholar henry petrie to produce
the Monumenta Historica britannica and was also setting up the
public record office.2 The mere fact that this particular troika was
working with irish-language sources should not prevent us from
evaluating their scholarship within the broad mainstream of
european historiography. at the same time, it would be depressing
to think that their nineteenth-century interests and concerns must
remain the fundamental basis for our interpretation of the texts for
eternity. historians of the french revolution still read and benefit
1
2

Leerssen, Remembrance and Imagination, 102.
http://www.library.rochester.edu/robbins/rolls: accessed 19/1/2013.
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from the scholarship of the great Thomas carlyle but they do not
necessarily consider it the basis for their own work.

o’donovan’s edition of Lebor na Cert, published in dublin by the
celtic society in 1847, reflects his longstanding historical interest
in the medieval kingdoms of ireland.3 Though originally hired as
a philologist to identify the etymology of local place-names, his
ordnance survey letters frequently stray far from these parameters.
on the 29th december 1837, for example, he was writing from
Tullamore:
i send you an account of the extent and subdivisions of ofalia
which cost me much thought and serious investigation ... i am
positively certain of the entire extent of ofalia but i have not
decided the exact limits of two of its seven cantreds ... The
Geraldines of Kildare, shortly after their arrival, wrested from
o’conor that portion of ofalia lying in the present county of
Kildare and now called the barony of ophaly … There were
then two offalys formed out of the ancient principality of
o’conor faly viz., the english offaly in the co. of Kildare,
giving the title of baron of offaly to a branch of the fitzGeralds, and the irish offaly … giving the irish title of King of
offaly to o’conor, the senior representative of rossa failghe.4

as is well-known, Lebor na Cert provides considerable detail with
regard to irish kingdoms throughout the island and, indeed,
o’donovan’s edition has been mined assiduously by later scholars
such as paul Walsh for details of local political geography.5 The
materials making up the compilation are written in both prose and
verse, and the bulk of the collection is concerned with material
indicating the renders (císa) made by subordinate kingdoms to their
over-king and various gifts or stipends (túarastla) proffered by the
over-king to his aristocratic subordinates in return. o’donovan’s
priorities in editing the text can be identified by classifying the
footnotes he provided according to their frequency:
identification of places;
identification of families who had once ruled places;

3
4
5

o’donovan (ed.), Leabhar na g-Ceart or the book of Rights.
herity (ed.), ordnance Survey Letters: offaly, 28-9.
Walsh, ‘meath in the book of rights’; ‘connacht in the book of rights’.
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etymologies and discussions of irish words with citations from
other sources;
corrections of previous translators;
interpretative remarks on specific lines in the poems being
edited.

remarkably, given the nature of the compilation, o’donovan shows
almost no interest in the material goods involved in the Lebor na
Cert transactions. in the entire edition, there are a mere four
footnotes dealing with renders. one of these is a definition of the
irish word eineaclann (sic), one deals with the immunity of a king’s
relatives from taxation, while one is a reference to the taxation of Uí
mhaine as edited and discussed in his tribes and Customs of HyMany.6 only one footnote deals with the political implications of the
exactions described:
it will be observed that the kings of connacht contrived to
make the ciarraidhe and other tribes, who had migrated from
munster, pay more than a rateable tribute for their territory. see
the tribute paid by the Luighne the descendants of cormac
Gaileanga, son of Tadhg, son of cian, son of oilioll olum, king
of munster, and by the dealbhna, who were of the race of
cormac cas, son of the same oilioll.7

in contrast to o’donovan, myles dillon in his 1962 edition of Lebor
na Cert (LC) for the irish Texts society, does emphasise the
existence of tribute and stipends but in the context of stressing the
literary rather than the political nature of the compilation. his very
first sentence underlines his scepticism: ‘Lebor na Cert, “the book
of rights”, purports to record the rights of the irish kings, the king of
ireland, the provincial kings, and the tribal kings within each
province’.8 although he declares (p. ix) that one of his aims was ‘to
assess the value of the book of rights as an historical document’, his
identification of the late date of the text (‘compiled after brian
bóramha became king of ireland’ [p. x]) and the ‘conflict of
testimony’ (p. x) with regard to both stipends and tributes, leads him
rapidly to conclude: ‘it is as though these poems were mere praisepoems without any pretension to recite true facts’ and ‘The book of
6
7
8

(dublin, 1843).
o’donovan (ed.), Leabhar na g-Ceart, 103 n. g.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, p. ix.
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rights ... wears rather the aspect of a work of fiction’. since there
are both earlier (munster) and later o’connor and o’neill texts
which discuss political renders and rights without being in agreement
with LC, he concludes:
9

The book of rights fares no better by the test of plausibility ...
it seems likely then that the main text is the work of a
professional poet who drew up lists of stipends bestowed by the
kings, and of tributes received by them, which were simply
intended to flatter the kings and particularly to exalt the king of
cashel.10

as a phenomenon, however, dillon accepts that stipends had a
historical reality, quoting in support an annal entry for 1166 and
Caithréim thoirdhealbhaigh:
The payment of a stipend was not so much an obligation upon
the king as was the acceptance of it by his subject ... by
accepting a stipend, the tribal king acknowledged the giver as
his overlord. in practice, the provincial king probably gave
what he wished, and the tribal king accepted what he got.
doubtless there was some agreement, but the duty lay rather
upon the petty king to accept the stipend and to give hostages
to his overlord.11

on the nature of the stipends, precedence is given to texts other than
LC:

The old irish documents on cashel and the later o’conor
document give us some plausible data. The stipend was
probably in cattle merely, without the scores of shields and
swords and coats of mail; and the numbers of cattle were not so
great as the book of rights proclaims. The service of the petty
king may have been personal service at court, maintenance of
the king and his retinue while he was on a royal circuit, and the
supply of men in time of war. The lands of subject tribes were
liable for a tribute in kind and in cattle, to judge from the
evidence of norman and Tudor sources.12

9

10
11

12

ibid., pp. xi, xiii.
ibid., p. xvi.
ibid., p. xvii.
ibid., pp. xvii-xviii.
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according to dillon: ‘The chief importance of the book of rights
lies in its witness for historical geography, and for the social system
of ireland in the eleventh century’. he draws attention to the frequent
reference to slaves, some of whom were foreign ‘presumably
acquired by purchase’.13 in addition:
Three words for ‘cloak’ occur, brat, lenn, and matal, which
should perhaps be distinguished. i have preferred to render
scing as ‘hide’, so as to cover various possible uses. in the lists
of cattle dam and mairt are perhaps the live and the slaughtered
animal respectively. among the gifts there is frequent mention
of the lúirech (< lorica), and the question arises as to whether
and at what period any such armour was worn. Fidchell is
rendered as ‘chess’ but we know only that it was a boardgame.14

dillon’s conclusion is that:

The book of rights is a compilation of ‘antiquarian learning’
like the book of invasions, the Dindshenchas, Cóir anmann,
and in literature like acallam na Senórach ... i do not believe
that the book of rights, or any part of it, derives from a psalter
of cashel composed by cormac mac cuileannáin, nor even
from a recension made in brian’s lifetime. but i suggest that
it owes its existence like the book of invasions and the
Dindshenchas to the revival of learning in ireland in the
eleventh century.15

both editors, therefore, have seen in our text evidence for political
relationships between irish kings but neither have used it as evidence
for the historical transfer of goods. secondly, while the names and
regions were believed to be accurate, the exact period for which
they are accurate is not identified in detail. o’donovan argued for a
tenth-century compilation which drew on an original fifth-century
precursor linked to benignus of armagh,16 while dillon (as noted
above), opted for an eleventh-century date of compilation. for the
remainder of this paper, i propose to accept dillon’s dating,17 and to
13
14
15
16
17

ibid., p. xix.
ibid.
ibid., p. xx.
o’donovan (ed.), Leabhar na g-Ceart, p. viii.
see further charles-edwards (above pp. ZZ) and murray (below pp. ZZ).
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consider the evidence of LC in the context of eleventh-century
ireland and a mixed hiberno-scandinavian society operating in an
‘insular Viking zone’.18

in the earlier eleventh century, the great scandinavian empire of the
western atlantic was that led by King Knútr (cnut) who eventually
became overlord of england, denmark, at least parts of norway and
scotland, Witland (perhaps in estonia), iceland, the faeroes and
possibly even dublin. This vast complex of lands, and the sea-ways
that linked them, were governed by an international group of
jarls or earls, many of scandinavian background, who controlled
mercenaries, ships and territories. The anglo-Saxon Chronicle, for
example, describes the careers of Jarl Thorkell inn hávi, originally
danish but subsequently leader of east anglia; earl eiríkr of
northumbria and his son hákon, who ruled in norway for part of his
career; and earl Úlfr operating largely in scandinavia but brotherin-law to earl Godwine.19 These men, in addition to ruling their
particular districts, were also members of the king’s personal
household, rejoicing in the title of húskarl or miles familiae regis.20
in an irish context, their role evokes memories of finn mac cumaill:
Is e ropa thaisech teglaig 7 ropa cheand deorad 7 amhus 7 ceithirne
archena la Cormac Find mac Cumaill, ‘finn mac cumaill was the
leader of [the king] cormac’s retinues as well as the head of the
exiles [deoraid], hired attendants [amuis], and all the soldiers
[ceitherna] besides’.21

in britain, such men were also responsible for gathering taxes
– florence of Worcester describes how, in 1041, cnut’s son,
harthacnut (harðaknútr) sent húskarles throughout ‘all the provinces
of the kingdom’ to collect the tax;22 but when two were killed in
Worcester, both earls and húskarles were sent to kill, plunder and lay
waste the lands of the individuals responsible. They might also be
responsible for garrisons guarding strategic locations and they often
appear as guarantors in the witness lists of royal charters. nicholas
hooper has defined these men as motivated by personal ties of
18
19
20
21
22

oram, Lordship of Galloway, pp. 9-44; etchingham, ‘north Wales, ireland and the
isles’.
Keynes, ‘cnut’s earls’.
‘Translatio sancti Ælfegi cantuariensis archiepiscopi et martyris’ (edited and
translated in rumble, Reign of Cnut, 283-315, at 302-3).
cited in nagy, the Wisdom of the outlaw, 241 n. 4.
florence of Worcester, Chronicon ex Chronicis; quoted from hooper, ‘military
developments in the reign of cnut’, 92.
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loyalty to the king, as well as by pay, and he contrasts their role with
that of the Liðsmenn or ‘fleet-men’ who are invariably listed in
association with their ships. The latter could be hired and fired at will
and, if fired, they would depart seeking their fortune elsewhere.
These latter were true mercenaries while acting on occasion as a
standing army.23

The extent to which the recruitment of such men represented a
substantial innovation by cnut is debatable. richard abels has
written of late tenth-century anglo-saxon lords that:

The ealdormen of the late tenth century exercised delegated
regalian powers over their extensive territories ... byrhtnoth
was more than an agent of the king to the nobility of essex; he
was, in a very real sense, their cynehlaford, the beneficiary of
the oaths of loyalty that they had sworn to a distant king. such
ealdormen may have been recruited from cadet branches of the
royal family but in the course of the tenth century they had
developed territorial roots ... because of his landed possessions
and office, many essex landowners undoubtedly sought
byrhtnoth as their lord and protector and together with
the ealdorman’s military household, such men would have
naturally formed the core of byrhtnoth’s army.24

similarly, at the end of the eleventh century, henry i made a treaty
with count robert of flanders in which the latter agreed to provide
1000 knights for service in england or normandy or 500 knights for
service in maine. in return, henry agreed to compensate them for
their losses and maintain them sicut mos est reddere familie sue,
‘as he was accustomed to do for members of his own military
household’.25 in this international context, then, it is worth noting that
LC links the gifts to subordinates from their over-king directly to
an active presence in the ruler’s life. so, for example, the prose
introduction to the section on the king of ailech states:
at eat and so odra acus tuaristla ríg ailig dia thuathaib 7 dia
aicmib ar biathad 7 ar choimideacht. dligid didiu ri ailig
fodesin in tan nach fa rí for Érind leath-láim ríg Érind ac ól 7

23
24
25

hooper, ‘military developments in the reign of cnut’, passim.
abels, Lordship and Military organisation, 148.
prestwich, ‘The military household’, 8; see also carr, ‘teulu and Penteulu’ for
discussion of Welsh parallels.
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ac aenach 7 remimthús ríg Érind i coraib 7 i comairlib 7
impidib. dligid ó ríg Érind caeca claideam 7 caeca sciath 7
caeca mogad 7 caeca errid 7 caeca each.
These are the payments and stipends from the king of ailech to
his tribes and kindreds for refection and escort (coimideacht).
The king of ailech, when he is not king of ireland, is himself
entitled to sit beside the king of ireland at a drinking-bout and
at an assembly (óenach) and to precede the king of ireland at
transactions, councils and petitions. he is entitled to fifty
swords, fifty shields, fifty slaves, fifty suits of armour, and fifty
horses.26

such relationships between military leaders in ireland, involving
payment (or at least transfer of goods), close proximity to an overking and duties of military escort, are thus very comparable to the
situations of the húskarles and the milites familiae regis of eleventhcentury britain under both its scandanavian and norman rulers. it is
also worth noting that two Úa briain kings, conchobar and cennétig,
grandsons of the eleventh-century donnchad Úa briain (for whom a
claim to be king of ireland is entered on the Lorrha shrine of the
stowe missal), were rulers in the north of ireland and rígdamna
Érenn from approximately 1068 to 1084.27 These may, perhaps, be
classed as dál cais examples of ‘cadet branches of the royal
family’,28 governing territories at some distance away from the royal
court.

Taxes
The word cáin is defined in the Dictionary of the Irish Language as
‘law, regulation, rule; fine, tax, tribute’ and is commonly found in
LC.29 in his edition, o’donovan translated it almost consistently
‘tribute’ with two instances where ‘rent’ is used instead.30 dillon used
both ‘tax’ and ‘tribute’, utilising both words interchangeably as
synonyms; he also translated it as ‘payment’, ‘rent’ and, on one
26
27
28
29

30

dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 950-5.
candon, ‘Telach Óc’, 41-2.
see quote attributed to abels above, n. 24.
DIL s.v. cáin. The use of the term in the early medieval period has been discussed
by binchy, Críth Gablach, 79 and charles-edwards, the early Medieval Gaelic
Lawyer, passim (but esp 43-62); its significance in the later medieval period in
scotland is analysed in broun, ‘re-examining Cáin in scotland in the Twelfth and
Thirteenth centuries’. see further charles-edwards (above pp. ZZ).
o’donovan (ed.), Leabhar na g-Ceart, 28-9, 48-9, 58-9, 104-9, 124-5, 184-5, 2201, 228-9.
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occasion, ‘law’. many readers might, however, view the english
word ‘tax’ as indicative of a centralised system of government
operating with some degree of administrative support in the form of
an exchequer.32 Tribute, in contrast, is often seen as ‘a temporary
little arrangement’ representing a submission (with whatever degree
of reluctance) to force majeure, and thus indicative of a more
primitive regime.
31

The opening words of LC indicates the importance of cáin as one of
the key transactions being described in this particular text:

incipit do Libur na cert. indister do chísaib 7 tuarustlaib Éirenn
amal ro ordnaig benén mac sescnén, salmchétlaid pádraic
amal atfét Leabur Glindi dá Lacha.
do dligeadaib chirt chaisil 7 dia chísaib 7 dia chánaib ind 7 ass
andso sís 7 do thuarastalaib
ríg muman 7 ríg nÉrind archeana
.
ó ríg caisil in tan da-fallna flaithis ind.
here begins the book of rights. it tells of the rents and
stipends of ireland which benén son of sescnén, patrick’s
cantor, ordained, as related in the book of Glendalough.
here are the just dues of cashel and its rents and taxes paid in
and paid out, and the stipends of the kings of munster, and the
other kings of ireland from the king of cashel, when
sovereignty reigns there.33

The lack of contemporary documentation from eleventh-century
scandinavia makes it difficult to examine northern parallels to this
statement but the renders of the people called finnas (perhaps the
sami) in the arctic regions of northern norway are described in the
old english account of ohthere’s voyage from the end of the ninth
century:

Þæt gafol bið on deora fellum 7 on fugela feðerum 7 hwales
bane 7 on þæm sciprapum þe beoð of hwæles hyde geworht 7
of seoles. Æghwilc gylt be hys gebyrdum: se byrdesta sceall
gyldan fiftyne mearðes fell 7 fif hranes 7 an beran fel 7 tyn

31

32

33

dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, pp. 2-3, 14-15, 20-3, 50-5, 64-5, 72-3, 82-3, 100-1,
112-13, 116-19. not every instance of cáin in dillon’s edition is found in
o’donovan’s text.
The origins of the english exchequer are thought to lie in the reign of henry i in the
early twelfth century; see Green, the Government of england under Henry I, 3854.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 1-5 (my emphasis).
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ambra feðra 7 berenne kyrtel oððe yterenne 7 twegen
sciprapas; ægþer sy syxtig þelna lan; oþer sy of hwæles hyde
geworht, oþer of sioles.
The tax consists of animals’ skins and of birds’ feathers and
whale’s bone and of those ship’s ropes that are made from
whale’s [or walrus?] hide and from seal’s. each pays according
to his rank [or lineage]; the highest in rank has to pay fifteen
marten’s skins and five reindeer’s and one bear’s skin and ten
ambers of feathers and a bear- or otter-skin tunic and two ship’s
ropes; each must be sixty ells long; one must be made from
whale’s [or walrus?] hide, the other from sealskin.34

ohthere was on his way south to skirringssal in the oslo fjord –
where today one finds the site of Kaupang, a name which indicates
clearly its function as a market. in his excavation of the site, dagfinn
skre found both evidence of a market and of a large hall and, in
his subsequent publication, he drew attention to a twelfth- /
thirteenth-century account in Ólafs saga ins Helga which, in his
view, illustrated what might have happened to ohthere’s goods when
he arrived at Kaupang:

i svíþjóðu var þat forn landziðr, meðan heiðni var þar, at
hőfuðblót skyldi vera at Upsőlum at gói; skyldi þá blóta til
friðar ok sigrs konungi sínum, ok skyldu menn þangat sækja
um alt svíaveldi, skyldi þar þá ok vera þing allra svía; þar var
ok þá markaðr ok kaupstefna ok stóð viku. en er kristni var i
sviþjóð, þá helzk þar þó lőgðing ok markaðr.
amongst the swedes it was an ancient custom, throughout the
heathen time, that the chief sacrifice took place in the month of
Goe at Uppsala. at that time sacrifice was to be made for peace
and victory to the king; and people came thither from all parts
of sweden; there would also be the thing-moot of the entire
swedish people; there was also a market there and meetings for
buying, which continued for a week. but after christianity was
introduced into sweden, a juridical thing and market were held
there.35

skre’s model, in which a market is held at a judicial assembly under
royal supervision, provides interesting parallels to the statement in
LC that cána were associated with cashel. This is clearly identified
34 bately and englert (eds), ohthere’s Voyages, 46.
35 skre, Kaupang in Skiringssal, 446.
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as the central royal site of the province of munster in LC.36 similarly,
the LC discussion of cána in connacht relates to an assembly at
crúachain, the provincial centre and óenach-site of connacht,37 and
seems very clearly linked to ownership of land:
Tri chaeca torc, is tarba,
a torachtain cach samna,
trí caeca brat cona mblad,
do ríg condacht is cruachan.

is don cháin
chétna ro clos
.
can ainf ír, can ainbflaithus,
trí caeca
dam ar ló i lle
.
do f ritháileam threbairi.

cé do-berat Luigne i lle
a cáin tar cend a tíre,
nochan iad Luigne is daer and,
acht in fér is a ferand.

a hundred and fifty boars, it is profit, to reach him every
samain, a hundred and fifty rich cloaks to the king of connacht
and cruachain.

of the same tribute (cáin), it is handed down, without injustice
or oppression, a hundred and fifty oxen are brought hither one
day to supply the husbandry.

Though the Luigne bring hither their tribute (cáin) for their
land, it is not the Luigne who are subject to it but the grass and
the land.38

according to ohthere, each of the finnas paid over goods according
to his rank and lineage; the same principle of variability is visible in
LC but in ireland, at any rate, those of high rank appear to have paid
least:

36
37
38

dillon, ‘on the date and authorship of the book of rights’, 239-40.
see meyer, the triads of Ireland, 4-5 §35.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 730-41.
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fil trí ríga i mumain móir
a cáin do chaisil ní cóir,
rí Gabrán ná gabthar géill,
rí raithleand, rí Lacha Léin.
There are three kings in spacious munster who pay no tribute
(cáin) to cashel, the king of Gabrán whose hostages are not
taken, the king of raithlenn and the king of Loch Léin.39

The first of these is king of osraige, a border kingdom which
alternated in loyalties between munster and Leinster. in the eleventh
century, according to the annals of inisfallen, donnchad mac briain
took hostages from the kingdom in 1026 and in 1049, while hostages
were taken again in 1072. in 1037 and in 1042, in contrast, they were
battling with the men of Leinster, implying that they were affiliated
with munster in those years. raithlenn is located on both sides of the
river bandon, and the only relevant eleventh-century entry in the
annals is entered under 1063 when cathal, son of donnchad, was
killed as king of raithlenn. it is not clear whether this man was the
offspring of donnchad mac briain or was from a different family
altogether. The king of Loch Léin was king of Killarney and was
raided by Tairdelbach Úa briain in 1064 while, in 1077, a donnchad
Úa flainn was slain as king of eoganacht Locha Léin by local rivals
as he was coming from Úa briain’s house at Kincora.40 it appears,
therefore, as if it might well be not their rank as such but their
alliance with the Úa briain kings of Killaloe which meant that these
three subordinate kings escaped paying taxes.

such privileges may be paralleled in norman england: robert
bartlett has calculated that of the total figure of £24,500 audited
at the exchequer in 1130, approximately 40% derived from (agricultural) income generated by the royal demesne, 28% was the profit
of justice and feudal over-lordship, and a mere 14% came from tax.
english tax, like irish cáin, was a royal exaction based on landownership and calculated on the pre-norman unit of the hide which
was conventionally equated with 120 acres. at the same time,
exemptions amounting to over 40% of the potential total of taxable
income were granted to royal favourites.41 Therefore, despite the
scholarly tradition of distinguishing between the governmental
structures of eleventh-century britain and ireland, there seems little
39
40
41

ibid., ll. 295-8.
entries from ai s.a.
bartlett, england under the norman and angevin Kings, 159, 165.
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justification for such distinctions in practice. i would argue that
this tendency is largely due to an inherited preference, derived in
part from o’donovan’s nineteenth-century work, to use the word
‘tribute’ rather than ‘tax’ to translate cáin in LC. When we look at the
specifics of what cáin entails, there seems little reason to postulate
major differences in royal attitudes to taxation between the Úa briain
kings of the later eleventh century and their counterparts in norman
britain.
another word which occurs even more commonly in LC is cís,
thought to be a borrowing from Latin census.42 a definition of what
this word means in LC is provided in the text itself:
císa muman ar meadón beos and so do chaisil 7 is cach
bliadna do-bearar .i. smacht 7 biathad 7 turgnam 7 faesam.
now these are the local (internal) tributes of munster to cashel,
and they are paid every year, i.e. fine and refection and
provision and protection.43

it must be said that the vast bulk of the references to císa in LC
are to domestic animals, to meat carcasses and to cloth made
into garments, rather than to abstract concepts such as faesam
‘protection’. The one exception to this focus on farm products is the
reference to Seacht caeca do chaeraib iairn ‘Three hundred and fifty
ingots of iron’, given to the king of connacht.44 it seems logical to
assume that the unique nature of this entry reflects the geological
deposits in the specific region concerned.

it is not always easy to identify the exact distinction between
turgnam ‘provision’ and bíathad ‘refection’ in LC. The former word
is used in the phrase turgnom loma 7 leanda 7 uamai can tacha
uaidib ‘provision by them of milk, ale and needlework in plenty’.45
in another section, it refers to three hundred and fifty lilica,
apparently the smaller cattle breeds probably used in dairy farming.46
These goods are stated by our compiler to have been submitted at a
42
43
44
45
46

Vendryes et al. (eds), Lexique étymologique de l’irlandais ancien, c-107 s.v. cís. cf.
Thurneysen, a Grammar of old Irish, §268; DIL s.v. cís.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 311-12.
ibid., l. 746; see also appendix b, pp. 179-187 for summaries of tributes and
stipends in LC.
ibid., l. 1346.
ibid., l. 728; for discussion of the etymology of the word, and its relevance to cattle
breeds, see murray, ‘Lulgach: a milch cow’.
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longphort and a tech. The word turgnam is also used of provisions
for feasting in Cóir anmann, and of the gathering of resources at an
óenach in preparation for battle in the middle irish Cath bóinne.48
it seems clear, therefore, that the material goods provided from
subordinates through the cís were intended for the personal use of the
royal overlord in his capacity as both king and military commander.
47

Trade
There are a number of instances where goods of foreign origin are
specified in LC including ór 7 indmas tar muir ‘gold and wealth from
beyond the sea’.49 These are given by the provincial king of Leinster
to cashel. There are other, more specific citations:
ocht ngabra tar glasmuir ‘eight horses from over the sea’ (king
of déisi);
deich ngoill can Gaedelga ‘ten foreigners who know not irish’
(king of bruig ríg, co. Limerick);
cóic mogaid tar moing mara ‘five slaves from beyond the sea’
(king of cenél naeda);
seacht mná tar muir mór ‘seven women from over the great
sea’ (king of inis eógain);
sé heich chaema tar crícha ‘six fine horses from abroad’ (king
of mag nÍtha);
secht n-eich a halbain ‘seven horses from scotland’ (king of
ardgal);
cúic eich a longaib lána ‘five horses brought in well-laden
ships’ (king of coill in ollaim [caoille fallamain]);
ocht scéith tar sál ‘eight shields from across the sea’ (king of
delbna).50

Goods identified as from abroad go to kings from all provinces (bar
connacht), with three references occurring close together in a poem
on ailech and two in the successive verses in the poem on Tara. only
one involves man-made goods, the shields given to the king of
delbna. instead, the bulk of references are to horses and slaves.
We know from the bayeux Tapestry that eleventh-century shipping
carried horses across the channel for the purposes of invasion; what
LC makes clear is that there was also a transmarine equine trade into
47
48
49
50

dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 727, 286.
arbuthnot (ed.), Cóir anmann, ii, 37 / 111 §133; o’neill (ed.), ‘cath boinde’, 105.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, l. 249.
ibid., ll. 445, 591, 997, 1013, 1017, 1436, 1459, 1462.
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ireland. This formed part of a very extensive system of exchange
in horses: as dillon’s tables on stipends in appendix b make clear,
horses were by far the most common item listed as túarastla. The
provincial kings of connacht, Ulaid and Tara (otherwise mide) are
allocated a hundred horses by the leadership of cashel; the airgialla
have sixty while the king of ailech receives forty. The king of
ailech’s local rival, the king of Tulach Óc, receives thirty in his own
right as do the two kingdoms of Laigin Túathgabair and Laigin
desgabair, while cenél conaill receive twenty. Local kings, in
contrast, normally receive ten horses although there are exceptional
cases. in one poem, dál cais receive thirty (in cashel 6), Tulach Óc
receive fifty (ailech 2) and dál naraide receive twenty, while Uí
chennselaig receive a hundred (Lagin 1). in the Tara poem, which
dillon believed to have an independent and perhaps later origin to
LC,52 two hundred horses are given to the king of Thomond and to
the king of connacht, and forty to the king of corco baiscinn, while
Uí maine and brega receive twenty each. it seems reasonable to
deduce that the number of horses reflected the status of the individual
kingdoms from the perspective of the overlord concerned.
51

colour seems to have been valued in that these horses are described
as eich glasa, gabal-guirm ‘grey horses with dark legs’, eich donna
‘brown horses’ and gabra glana re gréin ‘horses shining in the sun’.53
Their trappings appear to have been highly decorated as in ocht
n-eich co n-allaib argaid ‘eight horses with silver bridles’ or co
srianaib do s.ean-arcad ‘with bridles of old silver’, as well as caeca
each glésta co gnáth ‘fifty properly harnessed horses’ and deich
n-eich arna nglés don graig ‘ten harnessed horses from the stud’.54
some were apparently used for racing: gabra glantreasa ‘horses for
racing’, eich luatha re lecon ‘horses that are fast away’ while some
were identified as trén ‘strong’, others as cen tromdacht ‘speedy’ and
as luatha fora ling ‘swift … to mount’.55 at least some appear to have
been intended for military purposes for they are described as
belonging to a marc-shluag ‘cavalry’, or are called daigriata
51

52
53
54
55

see also aU 1029.6 for reference to ‘six score Welsh horses’ (.ui. xx. ech
mbretnach) offered as ransom by amlaíb son of sitriuc, ‘king of the foreigners’ (ri
Gall); davies, ‘horses in the mabinogion’, 135-6. for a possible example of
scandinavian horses in ireland, see murphy, ‘a poem in praise of aodh Úa
foirréidh, bishop of armagh (1032-1056)’, 151 §23.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, pp. xi-xii.
ibid., ll. 1187, 1204 (and other examples at ll. 104, 570, 1318), 1297.
ibid., ll. 1246-7, 1307, 79, 574.
ibid., ll. 1303, 1454, 1138, 834, 847.
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‘well-trained’, as well as eich bus triúin re togroim ‘horses for keen
pursuit’.56 as such they should be considered as part of the evidence
for the increased militarisation of eleventh-century irish kings and
will be considered below under trespass.57
it has long been known that there was an active trade in slaves to
ireland through bristol. Uita Wulfstani mentions that it was an
ancient custom there to buy english people for sale to ireland:

Uideres et gemeres concathenatos funibus miserorum ordines
et utriusque sexus adulescentes qui liberali forma, etate integra,
barbaris miserationi essent, cotidie prostitui, cotidie uenditari.
You could see and sigh over rows of wretches bound together
with ropes, young people of both sexes whose beautiful
appearance and youthful innocence might move barbarians to
pity, daily exposed to prostitution, daily offered for sale.58

This information is confirmed by Giraldus’ account of the synod
of armagh in 1170 where the conquest was seen as punishment for
the irish ‘because it had formerly been their habit to purchase
englishmen indiscriminately indiscriminately from merchants as
well as from robbers and pirates, and to make slaves of them’.59 in
another, even more graphic satire written between 1015 and 1024,
the poet Warner of rouen tells of an irishman and his wife, captured
by Vikings and sold at corbric (corbridge in northumberland). The
enslaved man was urinated upon, stripped naked and, in what
appears to have been a common form of degradation in Viking
society, raped.60 The merchants in this trade could be of high rank;
earl Godwine is recorded in the anglo-Saxon Chronicle as having
traded enemies as slaves into ireland and it has even been suggested
that he kept a household reeve specifically to deal with irish trade.
certainly, ireland appears to have been sufficiently important in his
56
57

58
59

60

ibid., ll. 1000 and 1044, 1289, 1197.
This period saw ‘the increasing militarization of irish society, the appearance of
castles and bridges, naval fleets and cavalry units and of something akin to standing
armies’: Ó cróinín, early Medieval Ireland 400-1200, 274; see also Ó corráin,
‘aspects of early irish history’, 68-71.
Quoted in pelteret, Slavery in early Mediaeval england, 77.
scott and martin (eds), expugnatio Hibernica, 70: quod anglos olim tam a
mercatoribus quam predonibus atque piratis emere passim et in servitutem redigere
consueverant (quoted by holm, ‘The slave Trade of dublin’, 340).
pelteret, Slavery in early Mediaeval england, 76; holland, Millennium, 200;
sorenson, the Unmanly Man.
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life that his half-danish daughter, edith, wife to edward the
confessor, was taught to speak irish fluently as a child and may even
have retired to ireland after her brother harold died at hastings.61

paul holm has drawn attention to other references in LC to the slave
trade, highlighting descriptions of women such as ‘full-grown’,
‘swarthy’, ‘graceful’ and ‘valuable’ as well as the reference to eight
women who have not been dishonoured’.62 The use of the word
‘swarthy’ might suggest origins in the international slave markets of
córdoba and the mediterranean just as the presence of those who
were fair may suggest more northern origins. since these women
were listed among the high-status gifts given to leading subordinates,
it seems unlikely that they were intended for drawing water and
cooking meals; instead, it makes more sense to think of them as the
scandinavian equivalent to upper-class geisha girls or an islamic
harem. in contrast, the description of the male slaves uses terms
such as ‘hard-working’, ‘willing’, ‘full-grown’ and ‘spirited’.63 holm
suggests that these phrases indicate that ‘the slaves seem primarily to
have been intended for the household as servants, concubines,
mountebanks and drabants of the court’.64 muireann ní bhrolcháin
has drawn attention to one possible example of such an individual in
the banshenchus where she suggests that the phrase skirrdech
banamus, used of the mother of Gormlaith (wife of brian boru and
ex-wife of the norse king of dublin), may be of mixed norse / irish
origins meaning ‘the baptised female servant / slave’.65

apart from trade in slaves, horses and shields, the use of the old
norse loan-word scingi indicates other objects of international origin
being used in LC as túarastla. Ten scingi were given to the king
of ossory, the king of Leinster and the king of duibthrian (in co.
down) – all in the eastern half of ireland.66 Though dillon opted to
translate scing as ‘hide’ (see above), it seems highly unlikely that
ireland was importing hides (in the sense of leather) from the
norse-speaking world. a far more likely context is provided by the
61
62
63
64
65
66

mason, the House of Godwine, 34, 45, 178.
holm, ‘The slave Trade’, 339; see, for example, dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, pp.
32-3, 68-71, 82-3, 88-9, 106-7.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, pp. 70-1, 82-3, 88-9, 106-7.
holm, ‘The slave Trade’, 339. for irish kings taking slaves on a very large scale,
presumably to supply a trade, see aU 1031.4.
ní bhrolcháin, ‘Who was Gormlaith’s mother? a detective story’.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 436, 1539, 1310.
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icelandic Gunnlaugs Saga ormstungu which ostensibly describes an
early eleventh-century adventurer’s visit to London and dublin:

at that time King aethelred the son of edgar ruled england and
was a good prince; he was spending that winter in London ...
The king thanked him [Gunnlaug] for the poem and as a reward
for it, he gave him a cloak of precious cloth lined with excellent
fur – bragarlaunum skarlatsskikkju, skinndregna inum beztum
skinnum – and with an embroidered border down to the hem.
he also made him one of his hirðmann …67

in the icelandic dictionary, skinn is translated ‘skin’, especially ‘fur’,
while laun (in the plural) is rendered ‘rewards’ and bragarlaunum
‘best rewards’.68 a hirð is a king or earl’s bodyguard, similar to a
húskarl. Gunnlaug was a poet as well as a warrior, and, in the next
phase of his adventures, he travelled to dublin with merchants and
composed a poem for King sigtrygg:
The king thanked him for the poem and called his treasurer to
him and said, ‘how should i reward the poem? ... ‘how would
it be rewarded’, asked the king, ‘if i gave him a couple of
knorru [merchant ships]?’
‘That’s too much my lord’, answered the treasurer. ‘as rewards
for poems, other kings give valuable treasures, fine swords or
gold bracelets (aðrir konungr gefa at bragarlaunum gripi
góða, sverd góð eða gullhringa góða).
The king gave him his own clothes made of new and precious
cloth, an embroidered tunic, a cloak lined with precious furs
and a gold bracelet weighing half a pound (klaeði sín af nýju
skarlati, kyrtil hlaðbúinn ok skikkju með ágaetum skinnum ok
gullhring er stóð mork). Gunnlaug thanked him gracefully ...
he went from there to the orkneys.69

an international trade in furs is indicated by princess margaret of
scotland’s gift to her brother edgar of ‘robes of marten skin and of
grey fur and ermine’ and by references in the domesday book to the
importation of marten skins through chester from ireland.70 an
implication that irish scingi were considered as high-status objects is
67
68
69
70

Quirk, Gunnlaugs Saga, 15-16 §7.
cleasby, Vigfusson, craigie, an Icelandic-english Dictionary, 547 s.v. skinn; 375
s.v. laun ii.
Quirk, Gunnlaugs Saga, 19-20 §8.
dodwell, anglo-Saxon art, 174.
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confirmed by the account in the book of Leinster recension of the
táin in which a drúth disguised himself as ailill by putting on his
golden imscing:71

and sin ra ráidestar fir hérend ri Tamun drúth étgud ailill 7
a imscimm n-órda do gabáil immi.
Then the men of ireland told Tamon the jester to put on ailill’s
garments and his golden imscing.72

other imscingi appear to have been used as furs for bedding:

Tánic cathal mac finguine co mbuidnib 7 marcshlóg f[h]er
muman, co ndessitar for colbadu 7 imscinge 7 imdadu.73
cathal mac finguine came with soldiers and the horse-troop of
the men of munster, and they rested on the bed-rails and
imscingi and bed-compartments.

another reference to scingi, treated as a dental stem, links scingi to
other garments in the annals of inisfallen:

daronad isin bliadin so gním is mór tocrád do chlerchib héren
huli, .i. inhis faithlind do arcain do mael dúin mc. domnaill
hu donchada ocus hi rrabi inti d’inmas segulda ar comirge a
némb 7 a clerech 7 a tempul cossecartha do brith dó lais. ro
theclaim ém ór 7 arget, scingeda 7 bruttu 7 matlu iarmuman,
cen nach remechad do dia ná do daínaib lais, acht nir léic
trocari dé dó daíne do marbad, nó aidme eclastacda vel libru do
lomrad asin pharthus intamligthech.
There was committed in this year a deed which greatly vexed
the clergy of all ireland, namely the plundering of inis
faithlinn by mael dúin son of domnall Ua donnchada, and the
carrying off by him of all the worldly wealth therein, which
was under the protection of its saints, clerics, and consecrated
churches. he collected, indeed, the gold, silver, furs, mantles,
and cloaks of iarmumu, without any respect for God or man,
but the mercy of God did not allow him to kill people or to strip
this heavenly place of church furnishings or books.74

71

72

73
74

Imscing is a compound of scing, frequently with the same meaning: see DIL s.v.
imscing and Vendryes et al. (eds), Lexique étymologique de l’Irlandais ancient,
s-45 s.v. scing.
o’rahilly, táin bó Cúalgne from the book of Leinster, ll. 2461-2. it must be noted,
however, that o’rahilly prefers to translate imscing as ‘crown’ here, a meaning also
attested elsewhere (see DIL s.v.).
Jackson (ed.), aislinge Meic Con Glinne, ll. 577-9.
aI s.a. 1180.2: furs (my italics), mac airt translates as ‘trappings’.
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The word matal, used here, has been identified (DIL s.v.) as an
old norse loan-word from möttull ‘mantle’ which, according to the
icelandic dictionary, seems usually to have been of foreign cut and
of costly foreign material.75 The old english equivalent, the mentel
(< Latin mantellum), has been defined as a cloak worn by either sex
and fastened with a pin.76

The irish matal is found frequently among the lists of túarastla in LC
with cét matal do mílid boirchi ‘a hundred mantles to the soldier of
boirche’ (co. down) and fichi matal, maeth a llí ‘twenty mantles of
soft colour’ to the king of dál naraide.77 other kings get ten, eight,
six, five or three, and all provinces are in receipt of them. in the
case of the king of Leinster, his ten are classified as rígmatail
‘royal mantles’ while those of cúalu are órmatail ‘gold embroidered
mantles’, Uí Líatháin have matail co n-ór ‘mantles trimmed with
gold’, and those of the cíarraige of north Kerry, matail co mbuindib
d’ór ‘mantles with fringes of gold’.78 These descriptions may imply
an origin for these items in anglo-saxon england which was
particularly famed in the eleventh century for its gold embroidery
and heavy adornment with gold-work and jewels.79 niamh Whitfield
has highlighted the discovery of tablet-woven braids of silk and gold
and silver thread from Viking dublin, and has suggested that they
were used to edge garments.80 Given the link made with scingeda in
the annals of inisfallen, it may also be reasonable to link the irish
matal back to the description of King sitrygg’s gift to Gunnlaug:
skikkju með ágætum skinnum, ‘a cloak lined with precious furs’. it is
worth noting, also, that the norse saga identifies the english king
aethelred’s cloak as being made of precious cloth, linked to scarlet,
and lined with fur. such details find parallels in the later, fourteenthcentury, irish text, nósa Ua Maine, which defines a matal as follows:
na .x. matoil da mínsgarlóit óir in matal do réir dligid acht
dergsgarlóit cona comfhat deas lochlondach ina leanmain cona
stimaibh snithi solus-óir go comfad a cétbrollaigh d’ór 7
d’úasal-clochaib ar a úachtar.

75
76
77
78
79
80

cleasby, Vigfusson and craigie, an Icelandic-english Dictionary, 444 s.v. mőttull.
owen-crocker, Dress in anglo-Saxon england, 336.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 102-3 (mantles [my italics] as editor translates as
‘cloaks’ on this occasion); l. 1285.
ibid., ll. 1543, 1556, 446, 470.
dodwell, anglo-Saxon art, 175-83.
Whitfield, ‘dress and accessories’, 9.
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Ten mantles of fine red gold, each mantle according to the
entitlement, except that they are of red-scarlet with an equal
length of fine norse material on its trailing piece with tracery
of twisted bright gold with an equal length of a front-chest
piece of gold and with fine stones on its upper part.81

sitrygg’s gifts show yet another parallel with LC with the reference
(cited above) to the gift of a gullhring er stóð mork ‘a gold bracelet
weighing half a pound’. This may well be the equivalent of the irish
fail which occurs frequently in LC, with thirty such objects given as
túarastla to the kings of Leinster, Tara and Ulaid, twenty to the king
of bearnas conaill (in co. donegal), and lesser numbers of ten down
to two to various kings located mostly, though not exclusively, in the
eastern half of the island. in only one instance, when given as gifts
from the king
of cashel to the king of osraige, are they said to be of
.
gold: dá falaig derg-óir.82

hiberno-norse arm-rings, especially those of silver and of the broadband variety, are the most common objects found in irish Viking
hoards but these are normally dated from the mid-ninth to mid-tenth
centuries. The classic eleventh-century arm-rings are normally seen
as deriving from scandinavian scotland and being based on a
scandinavian unit of weight known as the öre. according to John
sheehan, however, these particular rings ‘occur in conspicuously
small numbers in ireland’, although the distribution does include a
lost nineteenth-century hoard from the clare side of the shannon
near Killaloe, as well as from Lough sewdy in co. Westmeath,
and in a hoard near raphoe in co. donegal. The national museum
collection also has a further eleven unprovenanced examples.83
plaited arm-rings (originating, perhaps, in southern scandinavia) are
known from the isle of man which was under the lordship of the later
eleventh-century Uí briain kings, while a gold arm-ring was found
in edenvale, co. clare, and a plaited gold neck-ring in milltown
malbay in the same country.84
81
82
83

84

russell, ‘nósa Ua Maine: “The customs of the Uí mhaine”’, 550-1 §Vi.53. The
text is dated by ní mhaonaigh, ‘nósa Ua Maine: fact or fiction?’.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, l. 539.
sheehan, ‘a Viking-age silver hoard’. one should note that the dating of these
rings is dependent on them being found in association with coins or other dateable
objects, so it is impossible to be absolutely certain as to when individual types came
in and out of use.
sheehan, ‘Viking age silver and Gold from county clare’, 30-41; hall, exploring
the World of the Vikings, 202; batey and Graham-campbell, Vikings in Scotland,
238; duffy, ‘irishmen and islesmen’.
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a late eleventh-century archdeacon in england, herman of bury st
edmunds, identified arm-rings as being classically southern
scandinavian: he describes a dane ‘in a sheepskin garment reaching
down to his feet’ who ‘wore bracelets on each arm in the danish
manner and had a gilded axe hanging from his shoulder’.85 however,
there are also irish warriors who are described in the literature as
being so attired. niamh Whitfield has drawn attention to the
description of flann in tochmarc becfhola: a dí láim lána di fhailgib
óir 7 arcait co a dí uillinn ‘[h]is two arms were laden to the elbows
with gold and silver bracelets’.86 an even more dramatic instance
comes from the text of Mesca Ulad:
‘at-chonnarc and fer corcarda cétlíath i carput cendphartech
ás echraid uraird. Lend ilbrecc ingantach imbe co n-imdénam
órshnáith. fail óir dano cechtar a da lám; fánni óir im cach mér
da méraib. airm co n-imdénam órda lais. noí carptig remi 7 .ix.
carptig ’na degaid 7 .ix. carptig cechtar a dá tháeb’.
‘is urdnidi 7 is rígda in tuarascbáil’, ar medb ...
‘blad briuga mac fiachna a Temair na hardda ...’.87
‘i saw there a bright (?) man beginning to go grey in an
ornate (?) chariot above very tall horses. a wondrous multispeckled lenn around him ornamented with golden threads. a
gold arm-ring moreover on each of his two arms; gold rings
around each finger of his fingers. he had weapons ornamented
with gold fittings. nine chariots before him, nine behind and
nine on each of his two sides’.
‘dignified and regal the description’, said medb ...
‘blad briuga son of fiachnae from Tara of the height ...’.

in short, without going through the entire list of túarastla in LC, it
is clear that many of the constituent items were the subject of
international trade within what has been termed ‘the insular Viking
zone’ in the eleventh century. The list of foreign goods includes
slaves routed through bristol, horses through scotland, scingi
(possibly) from the arctic, matail which apparently reflected the
fashions of the anglo-danish courts of cnut and edith ‘swan-neck’,
and gold and silver arm-rings which could be given to icelandic
adventurers by King sigtrygg silkiskegg of dublin or by a native
85
86
87

dodwell, anglo-Saxon art, 174.
bhreathnach, ‘a new edition of Tochmarc becfhola’, 73 / 78 §6; cf. Whitfield,
‘dress and accessories’, 31-3.
Watson (ed.), Mesca Ulad, ll. 703-15 (my translation).
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irishman to an ossory king. much of what has been written about
irish trade in the eleventh century has focussed on the magnificent
archaeological finds from dublin and the other coastal settlements;88
what LC makes clear is that the international goods brought in by
merchants were highly prized by irish aristocrats and served to oil
the wheels of politics throughout the island.89

Trespass
in his study of the weapons from the dublin excavations, andrew
halpin has concluded ‘that dublin was well in touch with the
mainstream of european military development’, and that ‘despite
their distinctly mixed military record in ireland, the Vikings and their
hiberno-norse descendants had a profound effect on irish military
and political development’.90 a vivid archaeological demonstration
of this was the discovery by a diver on smalls reef, off the coast of
pembrokeshire, of a brass sword guard decorated in irish version
of the scandinavian Urnes style and made c. 1100-1125. richard
hall describes this as ‘all that survives from a ship, probably plying
between Viking ports in ireland and Wales’.91
LC makes clear its concern with military affairs as the following
quotations illustrate:
(i)

(ii)

88
89
90

91

dliged didiu ó Gallaib átha cliath 7 ó deoradaib Érind dula
lais i cend catha ar telgud a tír
it is due from norse of dublin and from the unfranchised of
all ireland that they go with him into battle, after their lands
have been established (?);
dleagaid Laigin dula leó
i n-agaid Gall fri gach ngleó;
dia tístar chucu co fír
la ríg caisil a cor díb
The Laigin are bound to go with them against the
foreigners in every fight; if the invasion should come to the
Laigin, the king of cashel must drive it off;

Valante, the Vikings in Ireland, 118-34.
see also discussion of ships as túarastla in swift, ‘royal fleets in Viking ireland’.
halpin, Weapons and Warfare in Viking and Medieval Dublin, 178-9. see further
charles-edwards, ‘irish Warfare before 1100’; flanagan, ‘irish and anglo-norman
Warfare’.
hall, exploring the World, 210
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(iii) Tuarastla ríg caisil do rígaib a thuath: a leathlám chéadus ...
do ríg dáil chais, 7 tosach lais a crích anechtair 7 lorg iar
cách
The stipends given by the king of cashel to the kings of his
tribes: first, a place by his side ... to the king of dál cais;
and to lead with him an expedition into another territory and
to return at the rear.92

túarastla were given out of due regard for ancestral practice and in
respect of the nobility of the recipients but also, as clearly stated,
with an eye to contemporary ability to provide manpower on the
battlefield:

dligead ocus fodail na tuarostal sin beós andso ó ríg caisil do
rígaib tuath 7 mór-thuath iar sochar a forba 7 a ceneóil, a feib
dligid 7 dúchusa, 7 ar sochar grád 7 dílmaine, ar méit a nirt 7 a
forlámais, ar línmairi a fechta 7 . a slóigid, 7 ar soirbi 7 ar
sobraidi 7 ar sindseri 7 comairim fond 7 febsa.
This is the just duty and division of those stipends from the
king of cashel to the kings of tribes and territories according to
the revenue of their land and kindred, by virtue of claim and
heritage and according to the benefit of rank and nobility,
according to the amount of their strength and suzerainty, the
numbers of their foray and hosting, and according to
convenience, moderation, seniority, and reckoning of estates
and dignity.93

in at least some cases, the provision of such manpower was not in
return for túarastla but for pay (lóg) and those that were killed were
to be compensated in a manner reminiscent of the promises of henry
i of england to his flemish allies:94
.
hua briúin 7 síl muireadaig 7 huí fiachra 7 cenél naeda
.
saorthuatha indsin 7 comsaera fri ríg, 7 ní thiagat feacht na
sluaiged acht ar crod, 7 ní thiagat i cath la ríg acht ara log, 7 dia
mbertar 7 curo marbtar, dligid in rí a n-éric
. do íc ón ríg.
Ua briúin and síl muireadaig and Uí fiachrach and cenél
naeda are free tuatha and of equal status with the king, and
they go not on an expedition or a muster save for a payment of
92
93
94

dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 213-5, 251-4, 399-401.
ibid., ll. 510-14 (my underlining).
see above n. 25.
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cattle, and they go not into battle with the king save for pay;
and if any such are brought and they happen to be killed, their
king is entitled to their eric from the king (of the province).95

The military assistance which these men provide could vary – Uí
briuin, for example, are said to have contributed ships and crews
‘across the sea’ (tar lear), a particularly important constituent in the
late eleventh-century dál cais armies.96 on the other hand, the king
of ossory is said to receive horses for the use of himself and his
troops when invading Leinster:
isin tráth téid dia thig fén
dligid each is errid éim,
7 in lín do-théid soir .
each is errid cach énfir.
When he goes to his own house, he is entitled to a horse and
ready harness, and to a horse and harness for each man of those
with whom he goes east.97

With such emphasis on horses and calvary, it is probably not
coincidental that it is in the eleventh-century version of togail
bruidne Da Dergae in Lebor na hUidre that the loan-word ritire
(< old english rídere) first appears in irish saga literature.98

What an eleventh-century military lóg might have consisted of is
not made explicit. Two hiberno-norse coins from the dál cais
settlement at béal boru were dated by michael dolley to the
eleventh century,99 while a cnut ‘short cross’ silver penny minted in
London by the moneyer eadwine, and with a dating range of ad
1029-35, has been found in the abbey river in Limerick.100 The
international nature of cnut’s administration has meant that his
coinage, and imitations of his coinage, are particularly widespread in
north-western europe but it is noteworthy that coins of cnut were
struck in dublin with dublin mint mark (dYf) and moneyer
95
96
97
98
99

100

dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 686-9.
ibid., l. 772. see candon, ‘muirchertach Úa briain: politics and naval activity’;
swift, ‘royal fleets’, esp. 193-200.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 584-7.
mac eoin, ‘The interpolator h in Lebor na huidre’, 41; swift, ‘celtic beserkers
and feeble steersmen’.
o’Kelly, ‘excavations at béal boru, co. clare’.
my thanks to brian hodkinson of Limerick city museum for this information.
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ferenn as well as others with the old norse name steinn. dolley
suggests that at least some of these dublin coins post-dated the reign
of cnut himself; this may imply that they were intended for use
outside england where royal coinage was withdrawn and re-minted
on a relatively regular basis. certainly, coin hoards from Limerick
(one from adare and the other without provenance) would lead one
to conclude that coinage was available to the dál cais nobility of
Thomond in the eleventh century.102
101

in contrast to its treatment of lóg, LC also states that at least some
foreigners were given land in exchange for submission of renders to
the cáin levied by the king of Laigin:

for Gallaib céatamus tús na cána sa .i. seacht cét tinne, seacht
cét torc, seacht cét molt, seacht cét dam, seacht cét bó, seacht
cét brat, ó Gallaib inn sin.
Upon the foreigners is charged the first part of this rent, seven
hundred flitches, seven hundred boars, seven hundred wethers,
seven hundred oxen, seven hundred cows, and seven hundred
cloaks, that is from the foreigners.

and in the corresponding verse:

ní dleagar cís, comoll ngloin
ó Uíb cróda
.
.cendsealaig;
acht ó foirbfinib nach fand
chaithid a fér ’s a ferand.
no rent – a fair compact – is due from the valiant Uí
chennsealaig, but only from the sturdy stranger-families that
use their grass and land.103

although military activity is not specified in this particular Leinster
poem, it seems reasonable to link these statements to an earlier
reference in the compilation that the deoraid of all ireland must go
with the king of cashel into battle after their lands have been
established.104 certainly, english charters provide us with evidence of
riders receiving land in exchange for military duties ‘as riding men
101
102
103
104

blackburn, ‘hiberno-norse and irish sea imitations of cnut’s Quatrefoil Type’, 3.
dolley, the Hiberno-norse Coins in the british Museum, 61, plate iii; idem, ‘The
medieval coin-hoards of Thomond’.
dillon (ed.), Lebor na Cert, ll. 1610-12, 1640-3.
ibid., ll. 213-15.
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should’(quae at equites pertinent).105 in the more scandinavianised
north of england, earl siward, initially established at York as ruler
of eastern northumbria by cnut in 1033, appears to have invaded
cumbria by c. ad 1040. as a result, lands in allerdale were granted
by one cospatric, in association with the earl, to a Thorfynn mac
Thore and ‘the men dwelling with Thorfynn’ (þeo mann bydann mið
thorfynn) with the same rights and freedom from geld or royal landtax as either himself or any of his wassenas or retainers.106 The
hiberno-scandinavian Thorfynn mac Thore who settled in cumbria
seems thus to have been rather more fortunate than his Wexford
counterparts.

concLUsions
Thomas charles edwards has illustrated the important role of
agricultural renders in all early medieval kingdoms of Western
europe.107 in this paper, however, i suggest that the traditional
approach of viewing the provisions of LC as representing ancestral
systems of government within ireland owes much to o’donovan’s
original nineteenth-century edition. my alternative interpretation
proposes that the text reflects the specifics of dál cais over-lordship
in the eleventh century. The nature of their dispersed empire, with
territories and alliances stretching from the shannon estuary to the
isle of man, is typical of the new polities emerging in the north
atlantic as a direct result of the revolution in communications
brought about by scandinavian shipping. The taxation system
described in Lebor na Cert seems to have been similar to that found
in many western european societies, and our sources indicate that the
scandinavians would not have found it strange or unusual as it was
closely comparable to the systems they used themselves in england.
The terminology of traded goods involved in túarastla contains at
least two irish terms (scing and matal) derived from old norse,
while a number of references are to goods brought from beyond the
sea including foreign slaves who knew no irish, and both fair and
swarthy women. arm-rings (failig) are mentioned which, at least in
eleventh-century england, were seen as typical of danish dress. The
most common items given as túarastla, however, were horses, often
with ornamented harnesses, which were sometimes imported from
abroad. it is suggested here that the mention of such gifts reflects the
increasing importance of cavalry in the military tactics and warfare
105
106
107

abels, Lordship and Military organisation, 152-3.
harmer, anglo-Saxon Writs, 532.
charles-edwards, ‘early medieval Kingships’.
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of western europe in the eleventh century. Thus, it is clear from
Lebor na Cert that it was not just dubliners who were well in touch
with mainstream european developments, but that ambitious army
commanders throughout ireland were eager to follow the latest
trends.

such men, like their peers elsewhere, could be hired as mercenaries
for pay or could be rewarded with lands by royal ordinance. Their
leaders attended their overlords at feasts and assemblies as well as on
the field of battle, and their women, like edward the confessor’s
queen edith, could be half-english and half-danish and yet be
brought up as fluent irish speakers. Lebor na Cert is a text dealing
exclusively with political relationships between men, but perhaps
one of the most vivid illustrations of the world it portrays is the
eleventh-century gold headband found at rathkeale, co. Limerick,
and paralleled in the excavations of christchurch place in dublin as
well as at ballinasloe, co. Galway, and iona and bute in scotland.108
a possible drawing of such a headband on cnut’s queen Ælfigu /
emma is found in british Library stowe ms 944,109 while a Gaelic
literary reflex of this head-piece can be drawn from the description
of a scottish king’s retinue going into exile into ireland:

do-deachadar in l. ban: brat húaine co cortharaib argait; léne co
ndergindlead óir; deilgi óir lánecair co mbrechtrad (n)gem
n-ildathach; muinci di ór forloisct[h]i; mind óir for(a) c(h)ind
cach aí.
the fifty women came; each with a green cloak with fringes of
silver, an under-tunic with red embroidery of gold, brooches of
gold fully inlaid with a variety of many coloured jewels, and
necklaces of refined gold. a headdress of gold was on the head
of each one of them.110

108
109
110

Ó floinn, ‘a Gold band found near rathkeale, co. Limerick’.
dodwell, anglo-Saxon art, 175; owen-crocker, Dress, 224; Whitfield, ‘early irish
dress’, 21-3.
binchy (ed.), Scéla Cano meic Gartnáin, ll. 31-4 (my translation).

